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,279.10
The use of composite steel apd concrete ~eams in bui1ding
constructio~ has peen r~strict~d ~omewhat peqause of a laqk
of specifications whiph wou~~ pe~mit the mo~t economical u~e
of this type of mem'Qer. An investigation qf the minimvun re"
quirements for compositlil memberssu'bjected to static loaqs
has been carri~d out. The result{3 ot this investie;~t+on a:qd
consideration of otl:i,er work on c0p1P9s~te.meml;>~rs4as resul~ed
in the establishplent of minirqum reqlJiremen~s for shear
connectors.
The design recQmmepd~t~o~s p~~sented are based upon the
conditions prevail~pg at u~~imate ~oad ratl:l,er than ela~tic
considerations as ~s the Pase with previously existing speci-
r+cat+ons~ Theu~t~~ate strength of d~fferep~t¥pes qf
commonly used mechanical shea~ eonnector~ ~s first est~blished.
The m+nimum strength ~f shear connectors F~~uired to atta~n
the ultimate strengtq af a mempe~ watl derived framtests of
campasi~e ml3mbers. The uJ.timat~ conpepto, st;rength is then
used to establish tqe number qf qormectOI's requ1;red for an,y
cOmposite member.
';Phe design of composite members on tl;1e basi~ of u;Ltimate
I
strength is also recorqmended. This design proc~dure is simplier
~haJ:'l elastic design proce~ure anc1 offers certain ~dditional
advantages in terms of mafim~ eco~omy and a uniform factor of
safetr with respect to tl;1e ~+tl~at~ st~eQ~th of the member.
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'fhi.s report summarizes the results of a research program
begun at Lehigh University in 1959 to syudy composite steel
and concrete members. 'llhe purpose of this I1esearch program
was to provide a more r~tional basis fop the desigp of com-
posite building members where onl;v static loading occurs.
Both elostlc and ultimate stre:pgth design concepts were COj1-
sidered in analyzing the test nesu+ts. However the tests
, I •
were planned Sy tha~ the ultimate Stf<9ngth Of members equId
be carefully investigated •
. In this paper at~empts h~v<;:l been made 1;;0 describ~ the
maximum strengt.hs of shear connectors b;Y either theo~etical
or empirical equptions. Based on these max;irnum strengths,
. ,
.~
recommendations for the ultimate strength design of composite
beams are presented, l1ecommended values of' shear co:pnector
forces for '4se in allel/labla ~tJ;'ess designs are also pre-:-
sented. 'rhe recommenda tionspresented· herein. aDe largely
based upon the results of testing twelve simple bealllS and one
continuous beam. Nine pushout type tests and numerous supple~
mentary tests were also perf~rmed. T~e reSUlts of' these test~
have been reported previous1y3,4 and only a summary of results
is p:r'~sented here.· A review of other research work in the
f~eld of composite design has also been presented· to support
the conclusions ~eache~.
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Tille provis.ions of t]:F:l !ll'entative Rocomrilendations for
the Design and Cc'mstr'uction of. Composite Beams and Girders
fOF BUildingsli11..j.. by ,Taint A.SeE-ACI Committee on Composit'3
Construction are used as a basis for discussing the results
of this research program. Revisions and modlfications of
these lIRo;-)cornmendationsl! at'e suggested based upon actual test
l"esul,ts. Inqddition to 8ugp;ested modifications of the
elastic design pr'ovisions, a new section provid~ng the
ultimate strength design and per'mitting p1,.astic desi~n of
cert~in me~b~rs is proposed.
~he most important results from t~e point of view of
more r'ationality in design tlnd greate~~ ecoll(,nny of composite
construction are those pertaining to strength and arrange-
ment of shear connectors. The addition bf an ~ltimate
strength procedure for design pl~ovides a useful tool fpl' the
design of composite menibEll~S and pr'ovides also a means for
attaining groater economy "\"lith this type of con~t:ruction.
The specific problems invBstigated in conpection with
the testing program are as follows:
(1 )
'-;»~-
In~eraction created by bond and friction~
strength of shear connectors.
Influence of slip on ultimate strength.
1 (4) Deformation and spacirig of shear.connectors.
(5) Application of plastic desigp concepts to con-
tinuops beams.
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The conclusions reached from the study of' each of thes'e in-
dividual probl~ms a~~ given in the discussion of each to~ic.,
, ' ,
,The desigri r,ec'omm~ndations,ba~eq.upon these conclusi'ons are
presented in the form of proposed desigr:l 'spe'cifications for
ultimate strength design at the end of this report.
Datails of all. testrnembers coni3ideredand descriptions
of the tests p~:rformed are'given in Tables I ,through 7.
I
Figure 1 indicates the loading conditions which iNere used, in
the various'beamtests.
'2. I NTERA C.1.I ON ,BY B.QND AND FRICTION'
During tests of composite beams with'mechanical shear
connectors, it has been observed that a~definite bond failure
occur.s ,during 'testing.
,
"
This happens at' different stageso!
.' . .
I
't '
,.
loading even w4en' comparing memb~n:'s identical in cross section
and span, but it'often occurs in the vicinity of design lqad.
Observations 'also show that shear'connectors carry almost po
, ~
load before bond failure" and that immediately after bond
, , '
,'" failure, the load' carried by shea.r ,connector,s is suddenly' in-
creased. It has bee~ observed that bridges'iri,service ha~e
exhibited somecomposit'e action ,even' though' they were con-,
'S truc ted without shear con,nectors ~
279.10 -4
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Since no test results evaluating the amount of inter'-
action which could be attained from bond and 1'riction could
be found, two members BI and B2 were fabricated and tested3
to evaluate the effectiveness of bond and friction in trans-
ferring shear. These members were similar in cross section
to other members tested (See member B.3 in Table 1) except,
that they were fabricat ed without mechanical sheal' connectors.
Member Bl 'lPJas loaded by hanging loads from the steel member
and member B2 was tested by loading on top of the slab in the
usual manner. This made possible an evaluation of bond alone
as a shear connection in the case of member Bl. Bond and
friction due to applied loads as a shear connection were
evaluated in the test of member B2. Figure 2 gives the
results of tests Bl and B2 in the form of load versus de-
flection curves comparing the performance of the members to
the predicted ultimate strength of the composite member' and
the ultimate strength of the steel beam alone. No attempt to
artificially destroy or iricrease bond by treating the top
surface of the steel beam was made. However, means to pr'event
accidental breaking of bond due to handling were employed in
the case of both members. Unfortunately, bond failure from
shrinkage of the concrete in the slab took place in both
members prior to testing. The load deflection curves as well
as other data from the tests indicate that there is no inter-
action due to bond alope (Member Bl) and very little inter-
action due to friction (Member B2). Member Bl exhibited complete
-5
separation of slab and steel beam at the maximum load shown
for this test. The ultimate strength of ~embe~B2 was 107%
of the plastic moment of the steel beam alone. If one assumes
,-: ..,".
a coefficient of friction of 0.5 res~lting in the maximum
possible compressive force in the concrete slab being half
of the applied shear and tpe stress distribution given in
Figure 10 for calculation of "modified ultimate strength",
the ultimate strength of member B2 can be determined theo=
retically. The results of such a calculation agree with the
test value within 2%.
It must be concluded from these tests that interaction
due to bond can only be attained when shrinkage of the concrete
71ab is restrained by some type of shear connector and when
the slab and beam are prevented from separating. Observed
interaction in bridge decks without shear connectors must be
attributed to the effect of a relative~y heavy deck in pro-
viding relatively large friction forces as well as a high
percentage of reinforcing steel in the deck slab which re=
strains shrinkage of the concrete. Since none of these condi-
tiona are normally present in building construction, the use
of bond and friction in providing interaction must be ignored
and all horizontal shear between concrete slab and steel beam
must be carried by properly designed shear connectors. In
evaluating test results, however, it must be remembered that
279.10 -6
the strength of mechanical connectors must be considered
with the shear transfer by friction included~
3. uVrIMATE STRENgTH Qf .lliiE~R CONN~CTORS
The results of tests performed by several investigators
have been consider1 eq. along with the members tested under
this program. The members which were tested as part of this
investigation are listed under references (3) and (4) in
Table 1. Only these memqers were planned with the intention
of developing design rules for ultimate strepgth design of
shear connector~.
It is ~ssential that the ultimate strengt~ of a section
should not be reduced by secondarl fai~ure of shear connectors
at loads be~ow ultimate bending strength. Existing empirical
design rules for the design of shear connectors hav~ provep
satisfactory for elastic dest~. These rules are also safe, , ,
for ultimate strength design even though it ;is necessary that
the strength of the shear connection must provide interaction
for loads up to the ultimate load. However, an analysis of
the ultimate strength of shear connectors is nec~ssary so
that the resulting designs can be mad~ both economical and
safe. The fact that the shear connectors mu~t provide vir-
tually all of the resistance to horizontal shearing forces
at loads near ultimate load mak~s it neqes,ary to develop
279.1.0 -7
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design }:,ules 'trJ"hich TrilL). prevent fa:tlvre Of mem1?ers due to
$hear connector fal1~re, The $trength of shear ~onnectors
must be lmovm before the factor of safety of a composite
member CB:t1 be stated w:tth any degre,e of certainity.
rhc load-slip char~Rter~stic~ of different types of
shear connqc~ors have been d~termined by mean~ of pushout
tests by many investigators. Generally the ultim~te strength
of the connector has been ignored, and the ~trength of the
conn~ctor h~$ been ~aken as the forc~ provided at a ce~tain
amount of ~lip. The ultimate str~ngth pf connGctqrs is now
proposed as the bas~~ of design. The str<:;ngth of shear
connectors in beams as wel~ as push9~t sp~cimens has been
used in developing th:ts method.
In attempting to evaluate a~d ??~pare the resu~ts of
beam and pushout t~stsJb~s:tc differences in the performanctp
of shear- connectors in befl-ms and slabs must b~ considered.
str~ss~s, deformati9ns? and cracking 9f pushout test specimen~
are d~termined by t;he magnitUde of Ipads on tl).e shear connep-
to~s alone. In beams~ stresses. deformations, and pracking 0f
t~e concrete'slab a~e detefmined prlmarl~y by bend~ng stresses
rather than by the magnitude of 19ads on the shear con~ectors.
TheDefore, variabl~s such as co~crete strengt~ and percentage
of steel r:einforcem~nt in the slab Hhich seem to produce
, r i
considerable eftect on conneptof strengt~s i~ pushput specimens
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.1' may not be of equa.l import~nce in the· case of beams. Also
friction due to applied loads is only present in beam tests.
In rrables 4 through 7, test values for ultimate connector
strength obtained from both beam and pushout tests are listed
beginning with the highest test result. This is done fa):'
three types of commonly used connectors--studs, spirals, and
channels.
3.1 Apparent Connector Force in Beam Tests
The apparent co~nector force in beam tests is obtained
by first calculating the compressive forc~ in the concrete
slab at ultimate load~ The stress distribution at ultimate
load is based upon the crushing strength of concrete and the
yield strength of steel.
The stres~ distribution at ultimate moment for Case I
having the neutral axis located in the concrete slab is shown
in Figure 3. The total tensi~m and compress~on forces are
given by equations 1 ~nd 2.
rr = ASfy
C = 0.85 :f~ba
(1)
(2)
....
Sincs'C = T the depth of the compressive stress block is
a = ASfy
0.85f~b
279.10
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This defines the distance e from the centroid of the
steel area to th~ centroid of the concret~ area as
The u~timate moment then is
:Mu = Te = Ce (5)
When the neutral aXi~ fal~s within ~he steel beam, the
followiniS equations must be used to qeterrnine ultimate
mom~~t. This i~ referred to as Case II.
'I
T = CI + C
C· = Asf: -Qi, 2
I1u I Ce + ClelI
(6 )
(7)
I
(8)
(9 )
The dfstl:l.llpes e and e l must be round by considering
the stres(3 dis~ribution in the steel m~mber along with the
geometry of the section.
The as~umpt;tQns llpo;n wqlch F.+gure 3 is based are (1) a
fully plastic state of ~tr~ss is presept in bott steel beam
and conqrete sl~b, (2) there is compl~t~ j;ntera,ction between
beam a~d stab at ultimat;13 load a~d, (3) the qonC;I'ete slab
I,'es1st~ no t~nsiqn., Tope fully p~a~tic rtflt~ of stress 1s
taken a~ 0.85f~ over a depth of sla~ neces,ary ~o re8~st th~
compressive r~rce and f y over the eqtlre ste~~ section. The
279010
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), theoretical ultImate moment for test members is given in
r
'The moment r1u given in TabJ,e 2,
...
Colmnn 6 is a theoreti.cal ultimate moment for the meIJ'l.ber
I-Jhen the shear c:onnection is inadequ~te. The theory for
detE:,rmina tioD of lJf~ is ,given in A:r't. 4.
The force per' connector for members ~t ultimate load
is detel~mined from the equilibrium of forces shown in
Figure 4 by dividing the compressive force C in the slab
by the number of connectors between the sections at which
ultimate moment and zero momentr occur. Many of the tests
reported w'ere stopped before ultimate moment was reached
(See Table 2, Column 3 and 4). In such cases it is first
necessary to find the value of C which exists at the maximum
test load by use of Fi~~e 5. This curve was constructed
fOT' the cross section of members B3 through B13 and shows
the resultant compressive force in the slab plotted against
the applied momento' 'This eurve 1f.Tai:? obtained by a theoretical
analysis of strains and stresses in the steel beam and con-
crete slab after first yield~ng of the steel beam. Since
Figure 5 is non-dimensional, it can be used for any similar
composite member with little loss of accuracy for predicting
the value of C at a load less than ultimate load. The
connector forces for beam tests given in Tables 2, 4, 6 and
7 and \-<Thieh are plotted in Figures 6, 7, and 8 were obtained
279.10 -11
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in this manner. It will be shown later that Figure 5 is
only valid when the numbel' of shear connectors provided is
adequate to develop the compressive force C at ultimat~ loa~.
~'Ij'hen there are not enough connectors provided, the maximum
value of C cannot exceed the strength of the connectors.
Since the shear connector force is dependent upon the loading
condition, Figure 5 may be valid for one loading condit~on
but not for another' loading condition 011 the same membe11 •
Thifj must be kept in mind in evaluating test re~lUlts when a
member l'V"as tested several times vlith different loading condi-
tions. No at.tempt to separate $hear force transfeIlred qy
bond or friction has been mad~ in the case of beam tests.
This force, the magnitude of v!hich can be roughly estimated
from the test of member B2, is therefore part of the connector
force given for beam specimens apd is referr~d to as tlapparent
connector force rl •
3.2 Stud Shear Connectors
Considering the tests of stud connectors first, !t is
fOUXJd in stUdying Table 4a, representing tests of 1/2 11
connectors, that the force per conn~ctor at f~ilure of the
connector may range from 6.8 kips per connector in the case
of pushout P7 to 17.8 kips-per connector in the ca~e of
beam B6. These values may be compared with the tensile
~tr:ength of the connector material which may range from 13.0
279.10
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kips per connector to 13.9 kips per connector as given in
Table 5. More than half of the test results given in Table 4a
fall above the minimum material ~trength of 13.0 kips per
connector and all of the beam test results except test BII-T13
fall ahove 13.0 kips per connector. Co;nnectors which failed
in beams have always failed in tension rather than shear
indicating that the ultim~te strength of the oonnector as
used in a beam can be expected to reach the material ultimate
stre~gth. The ultimate strength of theconmector material
was exceeded in a sufficient number of pushout specimens to
justify its'use. ~shout tests of lower results must be
attributed to the difference in performance of connectors in
beams and pushout specimens and the l~ck of a standard pushout
specimen from which consistent results can be obtained. Com-
parison of Tables 4b, 4c, 4d and 4e with 'J;.'lible 5 also support
the conclusion that the ultima~e tensile strength of the
connector material can be used as the ultimate strength of a
shear connector.
Other reasons for low connector strengths cited by .pre-
vious investigators have been short connectors and low concrete
strengths. These factors must not be overlooked in specifying
the ultimate strength of connectors. For this reason, the
form of the empirical formulas used for determining the
strength of shear connectors in the past bas been retained
and the coefficients ~ave been changed to give the ultimate
279.10
strength of shear connectors. In Art. 10 for formulas for stud
connector;3 proposed for use in spec~ficatiops a,re
for hlds larger than L~. 2 and
qu = 220 hds~f~
for hlds less than 4.2
(10 )
(11 )
...
where qu Is the ultimate strength of the shear connector. In
addition, the ultimate strength per connector should in no
cas~ be taken as greater than the ultimate tensIle strength of
the connector material. ~he above formulas were obtain~d by
plotting the test results and fitting these curves to the data
,~
as shown in Figure 6 using a concrete strength of 3000 psi and
non-dimensional coordinates. ~t is felt that these formulas
are satisfactory for studs up to 1 inch in diameter. Larger
studs have not be.en considered in this work.
I '
The approximate working stress for stud connectors as
specified for f~ = 3000 Psi in the 196~ AISC specifications
and the ASCE-ACI recommendations is indicated by lines on
Figure 6.
3.3 Spir?l Shear Connectors
Tests which provide inrqrmation on the ultimate strength
of spiral shear connectors are listed in Table 6 along with
results of tensile tests of the spiral material. In
"
•evalua ti.ll g the s e r Gsul ts, the form of the formula for connec-
tOI' str'ength in current use has been retained and the coeffi-
cient changed to give the ultimate strength of the connector.
Tho formula therefore becomes
4r::"f'"
"V f~c (12 )
,-
in which qu is the ultimate strength per turn of spiral.-. This
formula was obtained by fitting a curve to the test results
plotted in Pigure 7. It is assumed in the case of spiral
connectors that the weld develops the ultimatE? strength of
the spiral. The ultimate strength of a turn of spiral is
therefore taken as 2A f s' as a maximum. This value also fitss
test results well except that it appears to be conservative
for' 1/2 11 and SIBil spirals. However, in the case of stud
connectors, some of the test results were also higher than the
strength of the material.
The approximate working loads for spiral connectors as
givan in the 1961 AlSC sp ecifica tions and the ASCE-ACI
recormnendations are indicated by lines on Figure 7.
3.4 Channel Shear Connectors
The formula for the ultimate strengtp of c~annel connec-
tors is given as
qu = 550 (h + 0.5t)w {F; (1:.3)
in which qu is again the ultimate st~ength per connector.
279"10 -15
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The parameters t and w in this formula are web thickness Bnd
length of the channel as in previous formulas for channel
connector strength. In this equation h is taken as the
averago flange thickness whereas previously, h was taken as
the maximum flange thickness. Either value may be used by
selecting the proper coefficient in the formula. Average
flange thickness is more c\JrJvenient to use in design because
it can be obtained from any h~ndbook and is the same for all
channels of a given size regardless of the manufacturer. The
value of the coefficient of 550 was determined by fitting a
curve to test results in terms of load per inch of connector
versus the factor (h + 0.5t)~as sho~vn in Figure 8. A
curve which gives satisfactory values of connector strength
for all sizes of standard channels having depths of Y'
through 5 n was selected. The tests used in determining this
formula are listed in Table 7. It will be seen that concrete
strengths .ranging from 2070 psi through 6480 psi are included
in the tests and that several sizes of channels ara also in-
eluded. It is believed that this data is sUffiqiently
representative of practice so that no restrictions need be
placed on the use of this formul? for standard channel
sections, but the formula s40uld not be used to determine
ultimate strength of sections heavier tha~ $tandard channel
sections.
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The approximate wo~king loads for channei connectors
as given in the 1961 AISC specif1cations and the ASCE-ACI
recommendations are indicated by lines in Figure 8. '
4. ULTIMATE MOMENT OF COMFOSI~l·~~MBfJRS WITH INADEQUATE
SHEAR CONNECTORS
In considering the ultimate moment of composite member~,
it is not necessary to cOI!sider whether qr not the ~nteraction
between steel beam and concrete slap is complete or incomplete
as defined in the literature on elastic analysis. The inter-
action between slab and beam is considere~ complete if the
theoretical ultimate strength f,s attaine~. Ho~ever, to avoid
confusion between elastic analysis and ultim~te strengt~
,;.
analysis, the terms "complete" and "incomp.lete interaction"
are not used in disc¥ssing ultimate strength. In pl,ce of
these terms, the te:rms "ultim~t~ moment" and "modified ultimate
moment" are u~ed. Beams whic~ becau~e of weak shear connectors
do not reach theoretiqal ultimate moment when tested to failure
I' •
are considered from the point of view of their "modified
ultimate moment~. This is analogous to the theory of in-
complete interaction in elastic design.
It was observed in the testing of some members of this
program that the ultimate ~oment as pr,ed1cted by th~ equili-
brium of forces shown in Figure 3 ~nd d~scribed in Art. 3.1
i
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was attained in some tests and not in others. Table 2 lists
the beam tests giving the predicted ultimate strength (MU)
and the maximum test moment including dead load moment (111).
It was observed that in some members in which 1I1u was not
reached the member failed by c.rushing of the concrete slab
v.rhile in otber's of' similar cross section and equal concl'ste
strength, the shear connectors failed. Some of' these members
(,xhibited fiappar ent connee tor strengths Ij cons i derab1y above
the tensile ultimate strength of the stud connectors~ and
also considerably above the maximum strength of the aame
connectors in pushout tests. Since the effect of friction
had besn investigated in the testing of beam B2, it 1s
possible because of friction to conceive of stud connectors,
for instance 9 developing slightly greater forces in beam",::
than in pushout tests !tJhers there is no extex'nal for'oe which
tends to create friction forces between steel and concrete.
HO\..J'ever, it is not possible to explain apparent connector
forces 25% to 30% gre atsl" than maximum pushout I'esults as '~vere
observed in the case of beams B6-T2 and BIII-T6.
In view af the above problem it is necessary to consider
B theory for stress distribution in the cross section other
than the one indicated in Figure 3& The stress dJ.stributi.an
given in Figure 3 is entirely independent of the shear
connector' strEmgth& It has been tacitly assumed that the
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number of conneetors necessar'y to attain ultimate strength
has been provided. The stress distribution which actually
occurs in the case of members with. weak shear connectors
must, however, be based upon shear connector strength.
'The terms fl a dequate" and "inadoquate" connector strength
are hereafter used. The shear cpnnector strength is termed
"adequate li iI' the number of connector's reslsti.ng the compress=
ive force C in the slab, times the ultimate tensile strength
of the connector material is equal to or greater than the
compressive force C in the case of' stud connectors. For
channel and spira~ connectors empirical curves derived frorn
test results are used to obtain an ultimate strength of
connectors for analysis. If the ultimate strength of all
connectors in the shear span, h~r~after referred to as L: qu,
is less than C, the shesI' connector strength is termed
"inadequate".
Using these definitions a non=dimensional.plot of NIJvIu
ve:t1 sus quia was made using the following values for ultimate
connector strength:
qu for 1/2" diameter stud = 13.9 kips per connector'
qu £'011 3/4" diameter stud - 31.2 kips per connector
qu for 4 inches of 3 [4.l = 47.3 kips per connector
-qu for 4 inches of 4 l5. 4 = 62.9 kips per connector
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To simplify compariosn of results, these v~lues were used
for all members, even though the application of proposed
formulas might result in slightly diffe::rent values for some
members. All test results for the final test to fai;J..ure
for beams listed in Table 1 are plotted on this graph given
as F'igure 9. Tests iivhich Here stopped prior to failur'e
were not plotted unless ultimate load was attained because
of the diff:1.cu.lty in evaluating the point at which the test
was stopped. Points for members B2;J..S and No. 2 were not
plotted because the'y fall to the right of tl:).e limits of the
graph (See Table 3). Two straight lines whJ,.ch fit the data
points empiY'icall'y have been dravv:n. These lines intersect
at the point l~VIViu == 1.0 Q.nd .Equ/C = 1.0. For values of
Equ/c greater than Lb, the vah.les of JVVMu for all points
are equal to or greater than LO. For v8,lues of ,Equ/C less
than 1.0, a line fitting the data points can be expressed by
the equation
Therefore,
it appears that the maximum connector force is actually very
close to the values assumed above and that the stress distri=
bution in the member is different than that assumed in figure 3
when members which have inadequate 8he.ar connector strength.
The stre:,'3s distribution proposed for ca::Lculation of the
ulti.mate moment of members having less th.an adequate shear
connector strength is given in Figure 10.
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The use of this ~tress dist~ib~tion to preqict tpe
ultimate load gives satisfactory results. The predi~ted
load-deflection. curve foJ;' beam B6 is shown along with the
actual load deflection curve in F~gure 14~
It is assumed that the ma~~mum compressive force in
the slab is limited to the value
C == (1.5)
and that the steel sectiol1 is stressed to f y in both tension
and cOlllpression so that
C + CI =: T (16)
where C is the com:pressive fOrce in the concrete slab, CI
is the compressive force in the top flange of the steel beam,
and T is the tensile force ~n the steel beam.
Th~ depth at the compressive stress blo«k ~n the concrete
slab is defined by
== i~qu __
a 0.8.5f'b
c
(17)
(18 )from
The compressive force CI in the steel may be found
ASfy - Equ
C' == 2
and the modified ultimate moment, M~, is computed by equation (19)
,
,
l1u =: Ce' + C'e"
Both e l and e" must be determinep. from the str~ss distribution
and geometry of the section. The u+timate mo~ent calculated
from this theory is termed "mOdified ultimate moment", ~.
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The values of M~ fo~ all tests ~o whic~ the theory appl~es
are given in Table 2 and values of M/Mu and M/M~ ar~ given in
Table 30 The test results viewed from the point of view of
M/M~ instead of M/Mu show b~tter agr~ement with theoryo Ml3.ny
of the tests for which M/M~ is less than 1.0 were con~luded by
Ifailure of the shear connectors. T~e value pf MU may be higher
than the test results because, (1) con:p~ctor strength assumed
was too high for that ~emb~r, and (2) connector failure may
have been pre~ature because Of large deformatiqns apd cracks
in the slab produced in previqus tests by loads near ultimate
load.
It is now qbvious why a maximum va~ue of copnector force
to be used in design was establi8~d. The minimum number of
connectors to be used between the sections of maximum and zero
mOIl').~nt are determined as C/~quo The test results indicate
that this rule is not only neces~ary but sufficient to insure
that the ultimat~ moment of the member will not be reduced by
shear connector failure.
50 INFLUENCE OF SLIP OF SH~R CONNECTORS
Previously, investigators have beep greatly ,concerned about
the effect of slip op the completeness of interaction between
slab and beamo It was shown in the previous article that
members having adequate shear connector strength can be ex-
pected to dev~lop the full v~+ue qf ultimate mom~nt as deter-
mined assuming complete interacti9n.
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Figure 11 shows the amount of end slip measured in tests
of three members having adequate but different shear connector
strengths. This clearly shows th~t the amount of slip is re",;,
lated to the number of shear connectors. However, the theo.,.
retical ultimate moment is attained in the tests of all three
members even though the amount of $lip exhibited by the member
having the fewest number of connectors is more than four times
the amount of slip exhibited by the member having the most
shear connectors. Since all three of these tests were on
identical members and with identical loading conditions, it
can be concluded that slip does not affect the ultimate moment
of 'a composite member provided that the shear connector
strength is adequate. The magnitude of the slip is the
amoill1t of deformation required of each group of connectors
to develop the compressive force, C, in the concrete slab.
The magnitude of slIp for e~ch member could have been esti-
mated from a load versus slip curve of a pushout specimen
having the same type of connector.
Next the effect of slip on the load~deflection curves
of the same three members is considered. These curves are
given in Figure 12. No difference in the load-deflection
curves can be discerned f~om these test results. It may
therefore be concluded that for members h?ving greater than
adequate connector strength the influence of slip upon the
load-deflecti an curve of a member is negligible.
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The load versus slip characteristics of identical beams
under identical loading conditions are given for tests B9=T2,BO-T2,
and B6-T2 having ratios of ~qu/C of 1.21, 0.988, and 0.473
in Figure 13. The +oad=deflection curves for the same tests
are given in. Figure 14. It will be noticeq that the difference
in end slip between test B9-T2 and B8-T2 is only small as com=
pared with the differences between BI-T3 and BIII-T3 in
Figure II. However, this small difference has resulted in a
noticeable effect on the load-deflection curves fo~ the two
tests as given in Figure 14. Test B6~T2, having v~~y weak
shear connector strength, exhibited a large ,amount of slip
and also a SUbstantially different load-deflection curve as
compared with tests B9-T2 and B8-T2. However, the differ-
ence in the load-deflection curves for members having less
than adequate shear connector strengt{l can be explained by
the fact that the change in stress distribution at high loads
necessitated by the weak shear connectors has resulted in a
concrete slab which is not fully effective as a cover plate
and therefore a reduced value of the effective moment of
inertia of the composite member result~.
This reduced value of the effective moment of inertia
is caused by yielding of a portion of the steel cross section
and a reduction in the apparent value of Ec/Eso
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It will be noticed in Figure 14 that the load-deflection
curves coincide up to a moment va~~e of M/Mu = 0.59. Re-
ferring to Figure 5, this resu:lta in a value of C/eu =: 0.39
which is 82.5~~ of the strengtp of the ~he~r connectors. The
slip in these members with a weak shear connection permits
the stress distribution of Figure 10 to form at loads near
ultimate load, and this re~ults in reduced value of effective
moment of inertia and a change in the load-deflection curve.
Figure 15 shows strain mf;3asurem(:3nts made during tests
B5-T4 and B6-T2 at loads near the capl3.city of' the members.
These measurements verify that t4e stress dis~ribution at
high loads is similar to tha t assumed in the calcu,lation of
6. DEFORMATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF CONNECTORS
..... ---.:.,'_.\_...~ j '.~-,.-..~
The a~ount of deformation of shear connectors in a com-
posite be~m is a function of the following:
(a) type of connectors used
(b) loading condition
(c) concrete str~ngth
(d) number of conT/ectors
The type of connector used .qas no effect upon tne ultimate
strength of the member provided thl;it sUfficie;nt connectors
are used and the connectors are able to prevent separation
of slab and beam. It has been assumed ~hat connectors are
••
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able to deform sUfficiently to redistribute load, and this
is a necessary requirement. Slip is therefore to be ex-
pected and the magnitude of slip is not important if
strength requirements are satisfied.
It has been shown in Figure 11 that the amount of slip
for beams having different valu~s of connector strength
varies for identical beams under identical loading conditions.
Since these beams are quite small, it becqmes necessar'y,to
investigate further to show that the amount of deformati9n
is not a function of the span and cross section of a member.
Figure 16 shows the relationship between M/Mu and maxi-
mum end slip for three members having span lengths of '10, 15,
and 30 feet. Only one of these three members, the bridge
member, was actually tested to failure. i~ The valu~ of 2:qu/C
for all three members is ap~roximately equa+ to 1.00. The
amount of slip for member BIII-T3 is less than that of the other
two membe~s, but this is undoubted~y dU~ to the fact that the
concrete strength of this mernber is 5560 psi, whereas the
concrete strength of the longer members is 3337 psi for mem-
ber BB and 3280 psi for the bridge member. The curves for
B8-T3 and the bridge member are nearly iden1;iical even though
the bridge member has twice the span and a considerably
different cross section. This demo~s1;irates that slip is not
a function of span length or cro:;Js section.
- ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - -
i:- The "bridge member" described in Table 1 aI1d Ref. 6 was
considered near enough in its details ~o typic I:!. 1 bu!lding
members, to warrant its in91usion in this stUdy.
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The amount of deformation of a group of shear conneetors
does not G\':JP (-5[Jd r::mtirely upon the rna gni tude of the compressive
force C at the plastic hinge. At each point along the shear
span, the number of connectors between that point and the
section having zero moment must be equal or greater than the
number required to develop the force C in the s+ab. Therefore,
the loading condition is an important factor in the design of
the shear connectorso Hence, the amount of defor>mation ob-
served for a beam under uniform loading will be larger than
the deformation observed for concentrated loading on a similar
beam having the same maximum moment.
The ordel' of magnitude of the maximum slip which a gr oup
of connectol>s of a given type can undergo without failure can
be obtained from the values of slip given in the last column
of Table 2 and the slip values given in Tab~es 4, 6, and 7.
The amount of slip for members having adequate connector
strength at Mu as defined herein is considerably less than
the values of slip given in these tables. Therefore, when
enough shear connectors are provided, 1;;here is no danger of
failure of connectors due to large slips which result from
sever'al applications of design 10ao..
A criterion which can be conveniently and logically used
to determine if the amount of slip at working load i~ exces-
sive is that the slip should not exceed the amount of slip
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which occurs in a non-composite beam d~signed to carry the
same load. M~rnter Bll loaded with five concentrated loads,
for instance, cou~d b~ r~placed by a pon-composi~e member
l4WF43 having the ~ame slab dimensions. Calculations s:p.ow
that the approximate end slip for tIlls member assuming no
interaction would be 0.028 inches at; working 10B,d a~suming
one concentrated load at midspan. The end slip for member Bll
was 0.014 inches after ten cycle~ of 108% of working load with
the more severe uniform loading qondi tiona Working load fOI'
Bll is here defined as Mu!2. Thus even when a composite, .
member is not provided with sufficient connector~, the amount
of slip is still considerably less than the a~ount which occurs
in a non-composite memb~r designed for the same loads.
The ability of connectors to under~o relatively large
slips prior to failure renders valid the assumption of equal
loads on connectors at ultimate load. Since there is a con-
siderable difference in the magn;i.tude of slip at Mu (for beams
with adequate connector~) and at failure of connectors, it is
not necessary to space shear connectors +n accordance with the
shear diagram. Connectors may be spaced uniformly over the
length of the member regardless of the shape of the shear
In determ;i.ning the number of shear connectors to be used
in a member suppo:rting a uniform load the pritical point for
design 9f connectors will not be midspan of the member.
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This is illustrated by Figure 17 -which shows available connec~
tor strength, ~qu' and required compressive force, C, along
the half span of a member loaded with a unifor~ load. This
curve is based upon providing sufficient connectors uniformly
spaced to resist the maximum value of C at midspan. It will
be observed that /?t several points in thE;3 member, the value
of ~qu is less than the value of Co This condition requires
a redi$tribution of stress at points throughout the length of
the member ~nd results in the existence of points in the member
where the maximum moment obtainable is ~ rather than ~o
The number of shear connectors provided in members BIO,
Bll, and B12 was inadequate such that the ultimate strength
is M~ rather than ~ at midspan p Because of the shape of the
C/Cu versus length curve, there are points along the member
where Equ is. not equal to the required valu~ of Co Therefore,
even the value of ~ calculated for these members cannot be
reached without c9nnector failure. Figure 18 show~ a curve
. l
for ~qu and C versus length for members such as B7-T2o
Notice that in this member th~ ma8j11itude of C is less than
~ qu if the number of connectors provided at the critical
section is sufficiento This comparison serves to illustrate
that the design of shear connectors for members with uniform
loading is more critical than design for other loading
conditions, and that designing for a section at midspan is
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not sufficient for uniform ~oading. However, the amount of
error is less than the approximations made ~n the design
assumptions, and it is not necessary to make special pro=
visions in specifications to cover this situation.
The effect of spacing connectors uniformly instead of
in accordance with the shear diagram is illustrated in com=
paring Figures 19 and 20. Figure 19 shows the moment ver$US
end ~lip for members BIO, Bll, and B12. It will be noticed
that member B12, having shear connectors spaced by the shear
diagram, attains higher value~ of moments with less slip
than members B:+O and Ell having the same number of connectors
spaced uniformlY1 However, a~ a slip of approximately 0.075
inches, the load-slip curves coincide for all members.
It has been demonstrt;tted that the ~mount of slip which
occurs in Q composite beam can be varied depending ~pon the
numper of connectors provided. The number of connectors to
be specified ip design should be arrived at on the basis of
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adequate ~trength and econo~ics. It i~ obvious f~om Figure 3
that the strength, of shear connectors provided should be equal
to or greater than 0.85 f~ba for 9ase I o~ 0.85 f~bt for
case II. ~his repre~~nts the most ~cQnDmical solution poss~ble
u~;i:qg IVlu as a basis f9+' design. T:q.e n\lInber of connectors can
ge r~duced only by d~signing on the basi~ of the mo~ified
ultimate moment,~. This w;ould not bE;! satisfactory b~cauae
. . }
it does not utilize the c~os~ sectio;n of the m~mQer efficient-
lye There is also n0 :reason for using extra connector~ in
addition to th~ least t~at is adequ~te be9ause these extra
Qonneqtors do not inc~ease the load-carrying Qapacity of a
member~
ing load.
Extra connectors do not reduce deflections at work-
. I '
7. APPLJQAfION TO CONTI~UOUS BEAMS
The des1gq Of composite c(;m~tructionmight be mad~ even
more ~conomi9al by applyin~ the concepts of plastic analysis
along with ultimate strengtp. des,,"gn. To ,tnvestiga~e whether
this application Of pi-astic des,tgn i~ feasi1:;>le~ one con-
tinuous member was tested. Fi~re 21 g~ves q.imensions and
loading condi tio:qs for the test of meml!>er B13, wnich wa's con"!"
tinuous over two spans.
The ultimate strengtn of this memper was det~rmined u~ipg
both plastic design and ultimate strength theory. The ult~mate
moment of the po~;itive mO~ent r~giop ¥as taken as Mu of the
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composite section, whereas the ultim~te momrnt of the negative
moment region was taken as Mp of the steel member ~nd longitu-
qinal slab reinforqement.
The member was tested first by loading only one span at
a time and stopping the loading below ultimate~ Finally the
member was tested to +~ilure with two concentrated loads on
each span. The maximum load, Pp ' determined by pla~tic
analysis was calculated. The load-deflection curves for load-
ing Of both spans simultaneously ~re shown in Figure 22 with
t4e loads given in terms of ~ercentage .of Pp~ The load Pp
was exceeded on the test eve~ though the valu~s of~qu/C were
only 0.888 for the ends and 0.978 for the interior portiono
The ·deflection in the East Span was larger than in the West
Span probabJ,.y because the East end of the member w~s more fre~
to expand during the test. This test indicates that the
qesign of shear copnectprs is not critical for member~ de-
signed b-y plastic analysis.
Complete design rules fqr plastic design of co~posite
structures cannot be developed from only one test. The per-
formance of this member suggests some tentative recommendations
to permit plastic de~ign for ~imil.ar memberso It was ob-
served during the test that wide 9racks formed in the negative
moment re~ion even at loads below working loado A means of
controlling this cracking should be employed in the design,
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either in the form of an expansion joint or ~ufficient slab
reinforcement to reduce cr,ck width to an acceptable valueo
Plastic design should be restricted to those members in
which the negative plastic hin~e forms first. This excludes
all built=up members with cover plates in the negative moment
region in which positive plastic hinges might form prior to
the formation of negative plastic hinges. If the positive
hinge forms first in a composite member, there is danger of
insufficient rotation capacity because Of crushing of the
concrete slabo Rotation capacity, cover plates and slab
reinforcement requirements should be studied further before
unrestricted use of plastic qesign in composite construction
is recommendeq..
§..O EVALUATION OF ULTIMATE STRENGTH DESIGN PROVISIONS
Although ultimate strength design is essential to plastic
design, there is good reason to have ultimate strength design
available even though plastic design were not permitted. ~he
principal a9.vantages of ultimate strength design as compared
to elastic design are (1) it is simple and logical, (2) it
provides a uniform f~ctor of safety, and (3) there is so~e
economy possible in reducing the factor of safety for certain
members.
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The factor of safety against ultimate str'ength o~ a com=
posite member which results from current elastic design pro=
cedure ranges from a minimum of 2,14 to a maximum of 2.60 q
The factor of safety, assuming f y = 33 ksi bec?mes (33/20~
(Zc/o%) where Zc/Sc varies from approximately 1.30 to 1.60.
Sc is the section modulus of the composite memper referred
to the bottom flange, and Zc is defined as the ultimate
moment divided by ry.
A factor of safety against ultimate strength of 2.0 is
recommended as being adequate for composite members. This
is based upon the consideration that (1) the load-defle~tion
curve should be linear up to working load, (2) the stress in
the steel beam should be less than f y , and (3) deflections
should be stable at working load. Figure 23 shows a typical
load-deflection curve for a beam having adequate shear
connector strength. The relative position of working load
and first yielding of the steel beam ·are noted. It will be
noted that working load and first yielding of the bottom flange
of the steel beam nearly coincide. This is due to the fact
I
that in comput+ng Mu for this member, the actual values of f y
for the web and flanges were used and reinforcing steel in
the slab was also considered. Tqerefore, the working load
indicated in Figure 23 is higher than the desigp working load
which would be obtained using nominal values. It can be seen
~:..,'
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that the load-deflection curve is linear up to working load
and that the deflection at working load is satisfactory as
compared with the commonly accepted maximum for building
members of L/360.
The use of a load factor of 2.0 is also recommended for
the design of the steel beam for supporting unshored dead
loads. The use of these two load factors along with a speci-
fied maximum effective width of concrete slab of sixteen times
th e slab thickness is sufficient to limit the stress in the
bottom flange of the steel beam to values less than f y for
any loading condition. The stress in the bottom fiber of the
steel section may be obtained as follows:
f s = Mn/S + MriSc (20)
where the maximum
Mn = Zfy/2 (21)
and ML = Zc f Y/2 - Mn (22)
giving f s = (Z/S + Zc/Sc - Z/Sc)fy/2 (23)
In the case of the bridge member of Figure 23, the bottom fiber
steel stress based on design section properties would be 30.4
ksi computed from the following section properties: Z = 100.8 in. 3 ,
S = 89.0 in.', Sc = 139.4 in.', and Zc = 199.2 in. 3 • This is
approximately the maximum steel stress to be expected in practice,
although extremely unfavorable combinations of section pro-
perties could result in higher steel stresses. It does not seem
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necessary to res~rict th~ va~ue of Zc to be used in design
in an effort to reduce steel stresses~ Members B3 through
B12 were loadeq with ten repetitions of 108% 9f working load,
base~ upon actual yield stre~sesf b~f9re p~oceeding with
testing. Th+s +oadipg did ~ot cause any progressive in-
crease in d~f+ection aft~r the ~~qond cycle, ind~eating that
deflections at th~s loading are staple •
••
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9. SUMMARY A~D CONCLUSIONS
Several composite steel and concrete beams and a number
of pushout specimens were tested to determipe the behavior
of composite beams and of non-rigid mechanical shear connec=
tors in the elastic and inelastic ranges~ The results were
included with results from other investigations in a study to
recommend applications in design of composite beams for
buildings.
All findings are for co~pos+te beams in which the con-
crete slab is poured flush with the top surface of the steel
beam. Observations and conclusions from this study are as
follow·s g
(1) In beams without shear connectors, snrinkage of
concrete may destroy natu;ral bond before the member is
loaded. In this case there is no res~lting interaction du~
to natural bond and very little interaction due to friction
between t~e steel and co~crete surfaces.
(2) In beams with shear co~nectors, the restraint
furnished by the shear connectors may preserve the natural
bond. When such beams are tested, the shear connectors carry
almost no load before bond failure, the interaction being pro-
vided by bond. However, a definite bond failure usually
occurs during testing, often in the vicinity of design load.
Following bond failure, the shear connectc;>rs provide inter-
action.
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(3) Semi-empirical formula~ were deve~oped to e~ress
the ultimate strengths of stud, ~pir~+, a~d channel shear
connectors as determine~ from test~. These formulas are used
as the bas is for q.esigIf recommepda tions.
(4) The u~t~mate moment computed o~ the basis of full
plastificati9n Qf steel and concre~e may be reached when an
adequate number of shear copnector$ is used~ If t~e sum of
the ultimate strengths ~qu of all connectors ~n the shear
span is greater th~n Or equal ~o the compressive force tending
to slide the concrete ~lab along the steel beam, the shear
I
connectors are adequate •
(5) If the amount of s~ear conne~tors ~s less than the
amount termed adequate, a modified ultimate moment may be
" I"
calculated which wi+l predict th~ ulti~~te moment of these
members 0 The compressive force in the concrete slab il3
limited to tre sum 9f the ultimat~ loads of the ~ctive shear
connectors. The steel be~m is assumed to have sufficient
yielded areas in both tens~on and compression to produce
equilibrium at the critical cross sectiqn.
(6) For members hav~ng adequate or gre~ter th~n
adequate shear connector I3trepgth ~o ~evelop the full
possible ultim~te moment of the me~ber, the ipfluence of
slip upon the loa~-deflect~on curve of a member ~s negli-
gible.
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(7) For members having less than adequate shear 'connec~
tor strength i slip does influence t~e load=deflection curve
of the membero This may be explained by the fact that the
effective moment of inertia of ' the cross section is reduced
due to inadequa te shear strengtho
(8) The ductility of non-rigid shear connectors will
permit sufficient redistribution of load to allow uniform
spacing of connectors along the part of the member requi:l'ing
shear connectors i regardless of the shape of the shi;;ar
diagramo
(9) A single test of a cont~nuous two-span composite
beam attained the ultimate load predicted on the basis of
composlte moment in the positive moment regions and the
plastic moment furnished by the steel in the negative
moment regionso The test indicated a need for controlling
cracking of the concrete in negatiye moment regionso
Recommendations for the desi~ of composite beams are
presented in the following articleo
100 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this investigation indicate that modi=
fications of existing elastic design provisions can be made
which will result in more economical composite constructiono
279.10
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The design of shear connectors for ~lastic design can be
based upon the ultimate strepgth of cpnnectors as specified
in t:p.e "Ultimate strength Provisions" which follow. The/
ultimate strength of a cqnnector divided by a suitable factor
of safety is the allowable shear connector force at working
load. The minimum recommended factor of safety tq be used
for static loading is 2.0. Test resu~ts indicate that shear
connectors may be spaced uniformly throughout the shear span
regardless of the shape of the snear diagram for the member
provided that an adequate nq.mber of shear qonnectors is
furn~shed. An adequ~te number is the ~inimum number required
to insure that the ultimate moment of the member ~s att~in~b~e,
and this is insured if one designs by the foJ,lowing "Ultimate
strength Provis ions" •
The design recommendations whic:p. follow are written as
a suggested addition to "Tentative R~commenda~ions for the
Design and Construction of Composite ~eams and Girders for
BUildings".14 These new recon:rrqendations·prpvlde for ultimate
strength design of all simple-span composite memqers for
static loads, and for the plastic design of certain con-
tin~ous beams as specified.
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ULTI~~TE STRENGTH PROVISIONS
501 - Definition and Scope
=40
•
I. This section presents ~ecormn~pdations for design of
composite steel and concrete members on the basis of the
fully plastic stress distribution which exists at ultimate
load.
2. Ultimate strength provisions may be used in con=
jUl1ction with plastic analysis for the design of continuous
members in which the negative plast~c h+nge forms before the
positive plastic hinge. Built-up members i:q which positive
plastic hinges form first may Q8 designed if it can be shown
that the member has sufficient :r:'otation capacity to permit
satisfactory redist~ibution of moments.
3. The ultimate moment qf the qomposite section in the
region of negative bending moment shall be computed on the
basis of the steel area of the cross section inclUding rein~
forcing steel, if shear connector~ are used in this region.
502 = General Requirements
1. Previous sections of these reqommendations apply
except where amended herein.
20 Analysis of indetermi:qate structures such as con~
tinuous beams shall be based on simple plastic theory.
3. Proper slab reinforcement or exp~nsion provisions
shall be provided at negative momen~ areas of pontinuous
beams.
•40 Ultimate moment of members is not altered by the
method of construction (shored Qr unshored) emploled.
503 - Assump~ions
Ultimate strength design of composite members is based
upon the following assumptions:
(a) Plane sections normal to the axis remain plane
after bending.
(b) Tensile strength of concrete is neglectedo
(c) Complete interaction exists for all loads up to
ultimateo
(d) At ultimate load the stress diagram for concrete in
compression may be taken as reQtangular with a maximum stress
I
of 0.85 f c • The stress diagram for steel may be taken as
rectangular with ~ maximum stress of f y for steel in either
tension of compression.
504 - Load Factors
I. Members must be proportioned so that an ample factor
of safety exists for the case of the steel ~ember alone
supporting unshored dead lo~d, and for the composite section
supportin~ total load.
20 The fol:;L9wing load factors are to be used in the design
of steel b~am for unshored dead load and the co~posite member
for total load.
..
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For structures in which effects of wind and earthquake
can be neglected:
For structures in which wind and earthquake loading must
be considered, the following applies to the composi~e section
only:
where Mu is the theoretical ultimate moment, MD is the moment
due to dei'-d load, ML is the moment due to dead load and live
load applied to the composite section, apd E is moment due to
wind and earthquake loading.
505 ~ Design of Shear Connectors
I. Shear connectors shall be designed on the basis of
their ultimate strength assuming that all connectors will
carry equal load at ultimate load.
2. The number of connectors required between sections of
maximum and zero moment at ultimate load shall be equal to the
total compressive force C~ in the c9ncrete sla9 at the section
of maxim~ moment divided by the ultimate strength of one
connector.
3. The required number of connectors shall be spaced uni=
form~y between the sections of maximu~ and zero moments.
4. The ultimate strengths of shear copnecto;I'S shall be
taken as the values given in section 506.
506 - Ultimate strength of shear ronnectof$
1. Stud shear connectors
qu == 930 ds2"'f~
fqr h/~s larger than 4.2
qu == 220 hd~ 1f~
for hlds smal~er than 4.2, in which qu is ~heu~timate load per
one stlld in pounds, h denotes the height of stud in ;inches, ds
is t~e diamete~ of stud +n inches, an~ f~ represents the 2~-day
compressive strength of conc~ete in poun~s per square inch. In
no case should the ultimate foaq pet st~d exceed Asf~ where As
i~ the are{i of tp.e s~uq in squar~ inch~s, {ind f~ is the ult~mat~
strength of the stud material in tepsion.
~. Spiral shear conneqtors
== 8000 d ;-~ ft lqu . S 0
in whic~ qu is the ulyimate load pe~ one pitch of spiral in
pounds, and ds denptes the diameter of ~ar in inches. In no
cas~ should t~e ultima~e load per y~rn of spiral exceed
2A S f$ wqere As is the are~ of tp.e spir~~ in square inches,
and f~ i, the ult;imate str~ngthof the spiral material.
.'
Ii
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3. Channel shear connectors
qu = 550 (h + 0.5t)w-Jf~
in which qu is the ultimate load per one channel connector
in pounds, w represents the length of channel in inches, t
is the thickness of web in inches, and h denotes the average
flange thickness in inches.
4. For conneotors other than the above, the ultimate
load should be developed from t~st d~ta.
5. A minimum load factor of 2.0 should be used with the
above formulas to determine the allowable load per connector
for use in elastic design •
,,'
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NOMENCLATURE
, . ,
I~ b
d
0.$5f~
T c :rJ'" C~ e ~. ~t=~h--':.c..,'~ _e,_.e~ T ' . T
CASE I CASE I~
a = depth of compre,ssive stress b;J.ock in Gonerete sl~b
As = area of steel in t;ens ion
A' = area of steel ~n compresElionl3
b = effectiv~ width of concrete slabI ' .
C = compressive force in coner~te slab
C' = compressive force in steel bea:p1
Cu = compl;'essive forcs in 90ncrete slab at ultimate moment
d = depth of st~el section
ds = diameter of shear con;nec1;;or
. ' distance between cO~p'ress~ve force in slab and tensione =
force at ultimate mom~nt
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Sc = section ~od~lus of composite sectiqn
.'
e l
fl
C
h
H
I
q
s
S
= dis~ance between compresStve forQe in steel beam and
tension force at ultimat~ moment
= steel stress in bqttom fiber ?f ste~l beam at ~orking ~oad
= yield stres~ of steel beam
= ultimate strength of ste~l
= 28-day concrete stren~th
= average flange thiqkness of ch~nne~ copnector
= height of shear connector
= moment of in~rtia of ste~l beam
. ,
= moment of inertia of composite beam
= distance between sections at which ultimate moment and
zero mom~nt occur ' , , ,
= moment due to dead load befqre cqnqret~ attains 75%
of fl
, c
= moment p~oduced by ~ive load an4 s~perimpo~~d dead +oad
= plastic mo~ent of steel sect19n
= ultim~te moment of composite ~ection
= mOdified ultimate moment or c~po~ite section with
insufficient shea~: coqnectofs
= resistance value of ope shear conneptor at work~ng
load
= ultimate stren~th of one sh~~r connector
= ultimate strength of shear conn~ctors in distanCe La
= spacing of shear connectors
= section modulus of steel be~m
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t = thickness of concrete slab; th;ickpes~ of web of
• steel beam
T = total tensile force•
w = widtP. of chan~el shear connector
Z = plastic modulus of steel sect;lon
Z~ = plastic mod1,llus of compo~lte section defined as
ultimate moment div~ded by yiyfd str~ngtn. qf steel
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•* Refer~nces 3 and 4 describe tests which were done as parf of this research
project.
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Table 2 Sunnnary of Test Results
Failure I Apparent Max Max. EndMember T~st Max.Test Mu ~~ See/ Fig.1 ,Type Mom.. M (kip") (kip") Connector Force Slip at M
(kip" ) Kips per
Connector, .
BI TB C 1178 1141 7.0 per 1/2"Stud 0.0044
BIl T3 A 1164 1141 1Q.()per 1/2"Stud 0.0089
T4 C 1~14 1141 12.1" " " 0.0446
BIll T3 A 1154 1~41 13 .4per 1./2"Stud 0.0218
T4 A 1146 1141 15.4 " " " 0.0712
T6 D 1085 1141 1051 16.6 " " " 0.0925
B3 T2 A 2708 2880 12.4per 1/2"Stud 0.040
r4 A 2636
"
12.9 " " " 0.077
T7 D 2514 " 2647 15.7 " " " 0.092
B4 T2 A 2571 2750 11.7per 1/2"Stud 0.015
T4 A 2546 " 12.5 " " " 0.020T8 D 2614 " ·2490 16.6 " " " 0.126
~ 2695 2880 54.1per 4"0f3[4.1 0.029B5 T2 A
T4 A 2758 " 70.5 " " " " 0.046
C'( Tll B 2418 " 24Q1 72.4 " " " " 0.207
B6 T2 D 2416 2?80 2440 17.8per 1/2"Stud 0.120
B7 T2 A 2596 2730 11. 2per 1/2"Stud 0.059
T4 C 2554 " 2691 13.0'" " " 0.139
B8 T2 A 2618 2730 12.4pet;' 1/2"Stud 9·035
T4 A 2634 " 14.0 I' " " 0.063T9 C 2491 II 2557 15.4 " " " 0.129
B9 T2 A 2586 2730 22.1per 3/4"Stud 0.040
T5 A 2574 " 26,4 " " " 0.039T10 B 2514
"
2626 ~1. 4 " " " 0.198
B10 T13 D 2596 2760 2717 13.2per 1/2"Stud 0.268
B11 T13 D 2556 2760 2717 1~.8per 1/2"Stud 0.199
B12 T13 D 2626 P60 2717 1~.6per 1/2"Stud 0.170
•
Bridge T1 C 16740 16455 q .4per 1/2"Stud 0.028
B2lS T1 C 12678 11920 5Cl.8per 6"of4[5.4 0.0108
I
~
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Table 2 Summary o£ Test Results (Cont'd)
I
I
., Member Test Fail~r~ Max.Test Mu Mu Apparent Max Max. End
See Fig.l Type MDrq .M (kip" ) (kip" ) Connector Force Slip at MI
4- (k,ip" ) Kips perConnector
B21W T:\. C 10057 l14~0 9589 9l.7per 4"0£4 [5.4 0.0775
B24S T1 A 14100 13600 54.3per 611 0£4[5.4 0.0068
B24W T1 A 13690 1~710 5~.4per 4"of4 [s. 4 0.0092
4Ft T12 C 2572 2150 P .Oper 1/,211 0.0068
spiral
4n T12 A 2362 2QO 15.6per 1/2" 0.0074
spira~
4F3 T12 A 2272 2150 15.0per 1/2" ·0.0040
spiral
-, 4F4 T12 A 2402 2150 15.9per 1/2" 0.0096
spiral
•
•
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Table 3 Comparison of Test Resu+ts with Ultimate strength
Theories of, Complete and Incomplete Interaction
Beam. Type of
Test Failure
BI-T3 C
BII-T4 C
BIII-T6 D
B3-T7 D
B4-'r8 D
B5-T11 B
B6=T2 D
B7-T4 C
B8-T9 C
B9=T10 B
B10-T13 D
B11=T13 D
B12-T13D
Bridge C
B21S C
B21W C
B24s A
B24w A
NOo1 A
N002 C
No03 A
No .. 4 A
3078
1.21
0.760
0.772
0.722
00437
00473
00897
00717
0 .. 807
00888
00888
00888
10045
1095
0050
1059
1~41
1.57
1075
1072
1 .. 60
Comp+ete Interacttqn
M/l\t
10030
10061
00951
00873
00951
0.838
0083~
00936
00913
90922
00941
00926
00952
10020
10062
00877
10 036
00998
10090
1.110
1.052
1.032
Incomplete
IIJteraytion
~M/Jlru
1.032
00950
10049
1.006
0.991
00950
0.976
0~958
00956
0.944
00968
•
A Test stopped before fai+ure
B Failure to carry additional load
C Crushing of concrete slab
D Tensile failure of connectors
E Failure by tensile cracking of slab
F Failure by connectors pulling out cone of concrete
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Table 4 '
Table 4a ' Ultimate Strength of 1/2" StuQ. ConnectoJ;'s
• Designation Reference Type of H/d Type of Concrete Max. Qh1t. St.ress
Test Failure Stlt'ength Slip(in~) ksi
(psi)
B5-T2 2 Beam 4.5 D 3600 0.120 17.8 90.8
BIII-T6 1 Beam 4.5 D 5550 0.093 16.6 84. ?
B4-T8 2 Beam 4.5 D 3600 0.126 16.6 84.7
B3-T7 2 Beall! 4.5 D 3600 0.092 15.7 80.2
B8-T9 3 Beam 6.0 C 3337 0.129 15.4 78.5
3 6 Pushout 4.5 D 5000 14.5 74.0
4A 7
" 8.0 D 3840 0.163 14.4 73.5
4B 7 " 8.0 D 4390 0.170 13.9 70.9
B1.2-T13 3 Beam 4.5 D 3595 0.170 13.6 69.4
Bridge 5 " 3.8 C 3280 13.4 68.4
B10-T13 3 " 4.5 D 3595 0.198 13.2 67.3
B7-T4 3 " 4.5 C 3337 0.139 13.0 66.4
2 6 Pushout 4.5 D 5000 12.9 65.8
Bll-T13 3 Beam 4.5 D 3595 0.199 12.8 65.4
;~ P5 2 Pushout 4.5 D 3600 0.265 12.1 61.7
p6 2 " 4.5 D 3600 0,290 12.1 61.7
p8 3 " 4.5 D 3063 0.335 12.1 61.7Ci BU-T4 1 Beam 4.5 C 5580 0.045 12.1 61.7
P1. 2 Pushout 4.5 D 3600 0.200 11.0 56.1.
p4 2 " 4.5 D 3600 0.190 1.0.4 53.0
BI-T3 1 Beam 4.5 C 5800 0.004 7.0 35.6
p7 3 Pushout 4.5 D 3060 0·335 6.8 34.7
Table 4b Ultimate Strength at 5/8" Stud Con,nectors
5A 7 Pushout 6.3 D 3790 0.319 23.8 76.8
SB 7 " 6.3 D 4250 0.279 22.5 72.7
Table 4c Ultimate Strength of 3/4" Stud Connectors
6F 7 Pushout 6.7 D 4900 0.364 34.8 79.1
6B 7 " 5.2 -D 4240 0.246 32.5 73.9
6A 7 " 5.2 D 3870 0.382 32.0 72.8
6G 7 " 9.3 D 4590 0.276 31.5 71.5
B9-T10 3 Beam 4.0 B 3337 0.198 31.4 71.4
6C 7 Pushout 4.0 E 4200 0.227 26.2 59.5
6D 7 " 4.0 E 3940 0.250 25.2 57.2
•
1 6
" 5.3 E 5000 24.6 55.8
6E 7 " 2.7 F 4730 0.138 23.8 54.0
6B4 7 " 5.3 E 3260 0.079 22.5 51. 2,~ 6A4 7 " 5.3 E 3360 0.099 21.2 48.3
p3 2
" 4.0 E 3600 0.220 21. 2 48.1
P9 3 " 4.0 E 3063 0.1~0 16.0 36.3
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Table 4 (cont'd)
J.~( Table 4d U1timat~ Strength of 7/8" Stud Connectors
\ Designatlon Re~erence of H/d Type of Max.
.QU1t. Stress~. Type Concrete
Test , Failure Strength Slip (in. ) ksi
(psi)
1H .7 Pushout 10.0 D 3440 0.278 45.0 81,3
]K 7
" 4.7 E 5340 0.257 37.6 67.31M 7 " l~. 8 E 3000 0.160 29.8 57.5
,7.1 7 " 2.3 F 53~O 0.102 29.0 48.77L ' 7 " 2.4 F 2480 0.147 20.9 40.3
Table 4e Ultimate Strength of 1" Stud Connectors
i
8B 4.0 E 4230 0.138 45.0 57.7
8A 4.0 E 3760 0.090 42.0 53.9
.,
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Table 5 Summary of Tensile Tests of Stud Connectors
....,
, Specimen Reference Stud U:).t. Connector
Diamet'er stress Force(ksi) per stud
4A 7 '1/2 70,700 13~9~ 7 II 70,800 13.92 II 66,100 13.0
'7 2 II 67,400 13.2
1 3 II 66,900 13.1
2 3 II 67,700 13.3
Average ___U2 ._~__._".:::~._,..•~.__,_~.'., ,.±3_.~,l+_., ...~.~,.
SA 7 518 68,000 20.8
5B 7 5/8 63,309 19·4
Average 5f.8 20.1,-,
r1
6A 7 3/J,!. 69,900 3008
6B 7 II 70,400 3100 '
6A4 7 If 67,700 2909
6B4 7 If 69,300 3006
6c 7 If 72,800 3201
6n 7 If 66,600 290t6F 7 " 71.700 31-6G 7 II 73,200 3203
4 2 If 73,000 32.2
3 3 " 76,200 33.6
Averag~~~_
ot:_.......,_~ 3& 31.4~
7H 7 7/8 82,200 49.6
7K 7 II 67,;1.00 4606
7M 7 " 65,000 3903
Average 7/8 45.2
bA 7 1 73,600 570B
BB 7 1 73,600 57.8
("\ Average 1 57.8
'\
,)
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Table 6 Ultimate St~ength of Spiral Connectors
'""
• ~lt •Designation Ref. ~ype of Type of Concrete Size Max.
Test FailuJ;'e Strength of ·Spiral per turn Slip
4A 8 P1.?-shout D ~990 1/2 34~5 0;250
4B 8 " D 2990 1/2 29·3 0.247
Average
, ,
1/2 31.9
5B 8 Pushout E 35~0 5/8 44·0 0;139
5A 8 " E 3520 518 43.7 0.1902-1 12
" D 4540 5/~ 42.9 0.04652~2 12
" D 3080 5/8 38.5 0.0675
Average
·1, 'I,
5/8 42.3
1-1 12 ;ptlsp.out D 5120 3~4 5803 0002256B 8
" E 3250 3 4 5409 000756A 8
" E 3250 3;4 52.3 00088...~, 1-2 12
" E 296$ 3 4 51.1 000340 .
\
r ~!4 54dAverage
NOTE
tension 8 Ult. Strength of material 1/2 :+2.4 x 2.0 = 2~.8 kip/turn
II 8 " " " 5/8 19.0 x 2;0 = 3·; 0 kipiturn .!l 8 " " " 3/4- 29.2 x 2.0 = 58.4 kip/turn
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Table 7 Ultimate strength of Char-mel Connecto~s
~,
,.) Designation Ref. Type of Size of Concrete Load per Type 'of
Test Channel Strength inch Failure
B5 2 Beam 3 [401 3600 18.1 C
3C3H3 7 Pushout " 3920 14·9 D3C3H2 7 " " 3310 12.6 DP2 2 " " 3600 11.9 E
.3C3Hl 7 " " 2810 10.5 DB21W 7 Beam 4 [5·4 5560 22.9 C
4C3W2 7 Pushout II 4430 2004 D
4C3C11 7 " II 6320 1907 D
4C3C9 7 " " 5340 190.4 D4C3CI0 7 II II 5740 18.7 D
4C3C7 7 " Ii 4140 17.1 D4C3C8 7 " II 4770 16·4 D4C3F4 7 " " 4690 1602 D4C3C6 7 " " 3500 1508 D4C3C5 7 II II 3470 15.2 D
.:~ 4C3F3 7 II II 4600 15.1 D
4C3S2 7 " " 1970 15.0 E4C3Wl 7 II " 2810 15.0 DD hr:iCh 7 II " i14° 13.2 DB24w 7 Beam " 5500 12.8 A,4C3C~ 7 Pushout II· 2070 +205 D
4C3F2 7 " " 2650 1204 D4C3F5 7 " II 3080 12.3 D4C.3C2 7 !1 II 2300 12.1 D
4C3D2 7 " " 3370 11. 6 D4C3C3 7 " " 2570 11.2 D4C3D1 7 " " 2990 9.9 D4C3Fl 7 " " 2580 9.6 D4CS1 7 " " 1340 8.0 E4C5T8 7 " 4 [7.25 5050 21.8 D4c5T7 7 " " 4360 17.1 D4c4T 7 " " 4010 16·4 D4c5F 7 II II 2170 16.~ D
4c5T6 7 " " 3530 15. D4c5T3 7 " " 3130 15.1 D4C5T2 7 " " 2910 14·5 D4c.5T4 7 " " 3190 14·2 D4C5T5 7 " " 3310 14·1 D4C5S 7 " " 2720 14·0 Dc~ 4c5Tl 7 " " 2300 1302 D, 5C3H2 7 " 5 [p.7 326Q 15.2 D5C3H1 7 " " 3170 14·9 D.j
,...,
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